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Ambitious women's Rugby team is looking for a new trainer/coach! 

For the 2022-2023  season, 40 sportive ladies are looking for a motivated trainer/coach who will further 

develop a newly promoted team who have as core values of inclusivity and team spirit.   

What 
You as the head coach of the ladies: 

● Will lead and further develop an ambitious women's team starting next season; 
● Develops the team further so that it can participate in the promotion pool of the first class; 
● Uses (inter)national talent from the Ereklasse men's team for support during training; 
● Ensures that the women's team remains attractive to the girls coming up from the youth with the aim 

of being able to form a second team, in which both grassroots sport and development at capability 
are key. 

 
You will do all this in good cooperation with the Technical Committee and the Director of Rugby with whom 
you jointly ensure: 

● A wide selection fed from the own Haarlem youth and teams in the area; 

● An inclusive atmosphere where all ladies are challenged at their own level performing and having fun 
together; 

● A positive contribution to the club culture where everyone is welcome accepted and likes to 
participate. 

Who 
You know what you need to do to achieve our goals because: 

● You have previously accomplished this at a demonstrable/comparable level; 
● You have feeling for women's rugby and its specific characteristics. 
● You are technically, tactically and strategically skilled and can convey this in a constructive  way; 
● You have expertise in both training backs and forwards positions or take this knowledge with you in a 

(self-assembled) team, either already available at the club or in partnership with someone with whom 
you share the responsibility; 

● You are available on both training and competition days; 
● you appreciate and understand the importance of a club that supports you. 

 
Note: If you want to fulfill the above using a tem, this is certainly permissible! 

Why 
Apart from the eternal fame and gratitude of CL Cheetahs and RFC Haarlem, we have an attractive 
compensation scheme that we will explain in more detail during the application. 

Where 
RFC Haarlem, Van der Aart sportpark, Haarlem, The Netherlands 

When 
As of August 1, 2022. 

How 
Are you our perfect candidate? Apply before 15 May 2022 by sending your CV and motivation letter to 
tc@rugbyclubhaarlem.nl. 
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